Solution Brief

Aerohive Personal Engagement Ecosystem
Transform the In-Store Experience

Introduction
The world of retail has changed drastically in the last decade as the increase of wireless
and mobile technology in combination with the maturity and sophistication of ecommerce platforms have enhanced not only product selection, purchasing
experience, convenience, and ease of use, but also the back-end operations
improvements afforded e-commerce platforms over their offline brethren.
Any e-commerce site, even the most rudimentary outlet, will allow the marketing teams
to view and understand deep analytics about a customer – who they are, where they
were before visiting the site, what do they click on the site once they’re there, which
product presentation or promotion is the most appealing to customers, and what keeps
customers on the site longer and/or returning to the site more often. More importantly,
most of this information can be attained without the customer even making an initial
purchase! The maturity and sophistication of e-commerce platforms has driven dramatic
growth in e-commerce, and has created a driving need for “offline” retailers to become
more sophisticated in their ability to understand and gain the insight into customer
behavior that has helped e-commerce grow so dramatically.
Interestingly, one of the top drivers to e-commerce’s growth – mobile devices and nearubiquitous Wi-Fi access – hold the keys to leveling the playing field between consumer
analytics that online retailers enjoy and those that offline retailers have available to
them. These “brick and mortar” retailers, especially those with highly distributed locations,
desire to provide a modern and compelling new in-store experience to customers with
personalized recommendations, simplified buying, and faster customer service.
Aerohive’s Personalized Engagement Platform and ecosystem of best-of-breed partner
solutions delivers all the elements required to provide personalized engagement and a
next-generation retail experience.

Aerohive Personal Engagement Ecosystem

Aerohive Personalized Engagement Platform
The Aerohive Personalized Engagement Platform is the only solution built to enable a
next-generation retail experience that uniquely engages customers and builds
meaningful relationships with a brand. This will allow retailers to monetize all resources
available in their stores. Aerohive and the powerful ecosystem of partners empower
retailers to tie connectivity, insight, and applications together to optimize their business.

Some of the problems retailers face today include:
•

•

•

•

Retailing is about traffic, conversion, attachment, and retention. Administrators in
modern retail environments struggle to coordinate information, devices, and
inventory across all stores and therefore cannot enhance the customer
experience nor increase sales.
Highly disparate systems that do not provide correlated visibility into inventory,
and store experience across an entire deployment lead to confusing security,
inventory, and customer experience issues
Increasingly mobile systems and shoppers that require always-on connectivity are
forcing IT to make decisions about infrastructure which then leaves them feeling
trapped into certain architectures or features because the need for connectivity
(often driven by other lines of business) doesn’t deliver the best or most “future
proof” solution.
Retailers are wary of enabling consumers with connectivity that then drives
customers to check competitive pricing, making their store a “showroom” to then
make a purchase online

The Aerohive Personal Engagement Platform solves these problems by delivering what
retailers need:
Retailers need the infrastructure, features, and ecosystem of solutions to completely
personalize the retail experience by building relevant relationships with customers that
lead to repeat business and advocacy. They need something they can deploy today,
and that they can then iterate and optimize to their business and customer needs. They
need an investment in infrastructure that can always stay current, and upgrade easily
and cost effectively as their needs evolve.
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Branch on Demand for Retail

Aerohive’s Personalized Engagement Platform and ecosystem are built to enable
applications and insights that create engagement opportunities to grow retailers’ top line.
The Aerohive architecture allows retailers to connect devices and provide insights to
trigger unique application experiences in their stores, all enabled by a powerful cloud
platform and ecosystem of partners that tie connectivity, insight, and applications
together. The beauty of this solution is that retailers can deploy it TODAY, getting them off
the sidelines and engaging customers, getting insights about what’s happening in their
stores, and optimizing for their business and customers.

The Personalized Engagement Ecosystem
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Aerohive Personal Engagement Ecosystem
Components of the Personalized Engagement Ecosystem
1. Personalized Engagement Application: HivePass
HivePass leverages applications called Passbook and PassWallet, which are available on
any mobile device, to deliver a personalized loyalty app experience. HivePass engages
a customer by installing a pass as part of the Wi-Fi access experience or even as a
targeted link or QR code. The pass can provide a coupon, loyalty card, or other shopper
benefit, and once downloaded, opens up a line of communication between the retailer
and the user. Retailers can use that communication to notify customers of special
discounts, recognize repeat shoppers, or even increment loyalty points. All of this is
enabled by the unique integration of HivePass with Aerohive Wi-Fi and iBeacon
infrastructure, tied to a very deep and sophisticated data platform. Retailers can easily
create, modify, and optimize passes that deliver whatever the desired experience is,
without the effort and expense of developing a custom loyalty application.
2. Personalized Engagement Application: Endless Aisle
Aerohive’s Endless Aisle reference application leverages iBeacon and Wi-Fi to allow
retailers to engage customers with information and insights about products not physically
in the store. Endless Aisle will reflect the logo and inventory of whatever store the
customer is physically closest to, allowing retailers to tailor an endless aisle experience for
free. Endless Aisle leverages Aerohive infrastructure and intelligence to provide locationbased connectivity that delivers product that is relevant to where the consumer is in the
store, including the ability to request sales assistance from an associate.
3. Personalized Engagement Application: Monetized Guest Wi-Fi Access with Cloud4Wi
partnership
Aerohive’s partnership with Cloud4Wi allows retailers to easily offer more value from their
guest Wi-Fi and monetize the return on investment. Cloud4Wi allows Aerohive customers
to quickly and easily offer pay-for-bandwidth tiered services, next-generation hotspot
capabilities, targeted advertisements and discount offers, and integrated applications.
Together, Aerohive and Cloud4Wi allow retailers access to a rich set of features that
deliver unique experiences courtesy of the guest Wi-Fi to help monetize access in a retail
environment.
4. Personalized Engagement Insight: Analytics and Reporting
Full visibility and reporting information including application usage by location, SSID, and
user profile is built into Aerohive cooperative control Wi-Fi platforms. The visibility and
reporting allows an administrator to plan capacity and understand usage trends across
an entire organization by providing analytics that detail potential clients, dwell times,
repeat visitors, device types, top users and clients by data usage, and even
troubleshooting information. Information can be correlated and compared across
segments of the deployment to help measure effectiveness of campaigns and retail
locations.
The Aerohive dashboard and reporting provide a great degree of flexibility and power to
the administrator so he/she can simultaneously monitor and manage the network
through different perspectives based on the information required. APIs will make all of this
information accessible and extensible for use by customer, partner, and Aerohive
reference applications.
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Branch on Demand for Retail
5. Personalized Engagement Security: OpenDNS integration
Aerohive’s integration with OpenDNS seamlessly enables secure guest access,
leveraging the broad set of web filtering capabilities of OpenDNS to ensure guests do not
browse to sites to which they should not access. The joint solution is easy and cost
effective to deploy.
6. Personalized Engagement Connectivity: iBeacon integration
Aerohive’s partnership with Radius Networks delivers integrated enterprise Wi-Fi and
iBeacon technology, facilitating the delivery of a solution that provides advanced insight
into mobile user behavior and mobile experience personalization. Managing and
understanding where iBeacons are deployed on store floors and the applications they
support can be complex. Aerohive simplifies the management and visibility of iBeacon
and Wi-Fi deployments with the cloud-based HiveManager application. Once deployed,
the customized interactions and experiences, directly targeting individual end-users
within a designated area, can lead to greater customer satisfaction and involvement in
a variety of situations and environments.
7. Personalized Engagement Value: LightSpeed Point of Sale bundle
Integrated Point of Sale solution that delivers inventory management and focuses on
getting the sales associates on the floor with customers rather than behind a cash
register. The Aerohive/Lightspeed bundle includes an Aerohive BR200-LTE-VZ branch
router “Connected Retail in a Box” solution that delivers gigabit switching, routing, and
Wi-Fi with integrated LTE WAN connectivity to deliver a complete network solution in
under 10 minutes. Combined with Lightspeed POS, this solution provides complete
connectivity and order processing for any store or mobile point of sale in minutes.
8. Personalized Engagement Delivery Platform: Aerohive Cloud Services Platform and
Cooperative Control Architecture
Aerohive’s unique differentiated architecture delivers the Personalized Engagement
Platform. The information and flexibility allow Aerohive to deploy infrastructure quickly
and optimize an environment, allowing it to quickly deliver insights and applications.
Retailers can easily iterate to get the incremental opt-in experience that is specific to
their demographic, market, and location. The Aerohive Wi-Fi, Switches, and Routers act
not just as connectivity hardware but actually insight collection tools to trigger optimized
loyalty and contextually aware customer experiences.

Summary
The Aerohive Personal Engagement Platform offers powerful solutions to empower retailers to
engage customers in a way that provides a deep and meaningful relationship with a brand.
The Aerohive solution helps attract customers using guest Wi-Fi, increases sales and
personalized marketing opportunities, and develops customer interest and repeat business
incrementally by transforming the in-store experience. Powerful analytics and reports give
retailers the flexibility to iterate campaigns and promotions to get the incremental opt-in
experience that is specific to their demographic, market, and location, triggering optimized
loyalty and contextually aware customer experiences. Try the Aerohive Personal Engagement
solution and see how quickly the Aerohive Personal Engagement Platform empowers top-line
growth for your company.
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About Aerohive
Aerohive (NYSE: HIVE) unleashes the power of enterprise mobility. Aerohive’s technology
enables organizations of all sizes to use mobility to increase productivity, engage customers,
and grow their business. Deployed in over 17,000 enterprises worldwide, Aerohive's proprietary
mobility platform takes advantage of the cloud and a distributed architecture to deliver
unified, intelligent, simplified and cost-effective networks. Aerohive was founded in 2006 and
is headquartered in Sunnyvale, Calif. For more information, please visit www.aerohive.com,
call us at 408-510-6100, follow us on Twitter @Aerohive, subscribe to our blog, join our
community or become a fan on our Facebook page.
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